1. Sgt. Rosa of the 77th Precinct is working a parade in the 99th Precinct with several officers
under his supervision. One of the officers is P.O. Rope, of the 50th Precinct. Sgt. Rosa has
attempted to contact P.O. Rope several times via the portable radio and has not received any
response. Sgt. Rosa becomes concerned for the officer and drives to his post only to find him
chatting on a cell phone and ignoring his radio. Sgt. Rosa would be most correct if he:
A. Notified the desk officer in the 77th Precinct to obtain the next serial number from the
command discipline log for a schedule A command discipline
B. Notified the desk officer of the 50th Precinct to make an entry in the command log
regarding the violation for a schedule A command discipline
C. Notified the desk officer in the 77th Precinct to obtain the next serial number from the
command discipline log for a schedule B command discipline
D. Notified the desk officer in the 50th Precinct to obtain the next serial number from the
command discipline log for a schedule B command discipline.
2. As a newly promoted Sergeant, you have been assigned as the 120th Precinct’s Assistant ICO.
As such you are expected to be familiar with the rules surrounding the implementation of
discipline, particularly at the command level. According to Patrol Guide Procedure 206-01,
“Reporting Violations Observed By Supervisors,” which of the following is most correct?
A. If an MOS refuses to perform their assignment, a Schedule “B” CD would be appropriate.
B. Upon observing a violation of the rules, a supervisor should first ascertain if the violation
is appropriate for disposal through the Command Discipline process, then write a
Supervisor’s Complaint Report/Command Discipline Election Report, if appropriate.
C. When a supervisor observes a violation they should just document the observation on a
Supervisor’s Complaint Report/Command Discipline Election Report and, among other
administrative duties, submit the Report to the subject’s C.O.
D. When a Supervisor’s Complaint Report/Command Discipline Election Report is
submitted, you, the Assistant ICO, will review the Report and decide if the violation is
appropriate for disposal through the Command Discipline process.
3. While assigned to the Times Square Detail on New Year’s Eve in the confines of Midtown
South Precinct, you receive strict orders from Captain Ruthless to issue a command discipline
to any MOS that is more than one hour late. Two hours after the start of the detail, Police
Officer Smith of the 17th Precinct reports for duty at the detail. You inform Smith that his
failure to report on time will result in the issuance of a command discipline. You prepare a
Supervisors Complaint Report / Command Discipline Election Report, notify the Desk Officer
in the 17th Precinct and obtain the next CD serial #. You should then submit the Supervisor’s
complaint report to:
A.
B.
C.
D.

Detail Commander.
Captain Ruthless
Commanding Officer of the 17th Precinct
Commanding Officer of the Midtown South Precinct

Answers
1. D) 206-01 step 2. You get a CD number from the subject’s command (it’s a command
discipline) Also, the procedure says nothing about the D.O. making a command log entry.
And, you will be tested on what is an “A” and what is a “B.” Not acknowledging the radio is
a Schedule “B” (206-03, page 2, step 4 under heading Schedule “B” Violations). See the list
of “A” and “B” CDs in today’s lesson.
2. C) 206-01; a supervisor observing a violation simply makes an allegation against the violating
MOS by filling out a Supervisor’s Complaint Report/Command Discipline Election Report
(commonly referred to as a CD). Choice B & C are incorrect because ONLY the subject’s
CO/XO can determine if it’s appropriate for the command discipline process. A? refusal =
must suspend.
3. C) 206-01 step 4. Submit report to the subject member’s Commanding Officer. (17th Pct)

------------Now take a look at The Key Lesson on CDs-----------------

206-01 Reporting Violations Observed
Supervisory Member

See graphic at the end of this lesson;
“SUPERVISOR’S COMPLAINT REPORT/COMMAND
DISCIPLINE ELECTION REPORT”



Upon observing a violation of the rules or procedures by a MOS prepare a CD



Notify D.O. of MOS’ command & get next serial # from CD Log.



Submit CD to C.O. of member (copy to own C.O. if different) Desk Officer at Subject’s Command;


Provide next # from CD Log & make
required entries (Start at #1 each yr)

206-02 Command Discipline
Subject MOS


You can have 1 line organization representative present & may make a rebuttal.



Once adjudicated, you have 3 working days to opt on rear of CD (no allowance for exigency)
o You can accept both, findings & penalty.
o Or accept findings but not penalty (Review panel at Boro can reduce, retain, or double).
o Or accept neither, in which case you get charges.

